SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES

- **BS Information Science & Technology**
- **Transfer Friendly**
- **Vet Friendly (PLA Credits)**
INFOST 120 IT ETHICS

• HU (3 CR)
• Overview of the current ethical issues in information & communication tech use
  • Free speech
  • Privacy
  • Intellectual property
  • Net neutrality
  • Security & crime
  • Social networking
  • Online gaming
INFOST 210 INFO RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH

• HU (3 cr)
• Emphasis on analysis of research questions, development of search strategies & critical evaluation of materials

• "I walked into expecting to learn nothing more than a few Google search operators, but I have learned so much more this semester."

• "Even though I have written a fair amount of college research papers, I still felt like I gained a lot from your class."
INFOST 370 DATA ANALYSIS & VISUALIZATION FOR THE INFO PROFESSIONAL

• QL Part B (3 cr)
• Intro to Data Analysis & Visualization using simple statistical analysis
• Creating graphical depictions of data that can improve comprehension, communication & decision making
  • Data Exploration & Analysis
  • Telling a Story, Visual Perception
  • Table & Graph Design, Visualizations, Framework
  • Data Mining